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Step 1: Create a profile
To use the ArchaeoTrail portal, you must first register as a user. Go to www.archaeotrail.org and
sign up by clicking the button in the upper right corner of the page.

You will need to choose a username and password, as well as including your name, email address,
and institution. Be sure to tick the box to agree to the Terms of Service!
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Once you've signed up, go to the portal by clicking the Portal tab at the top of the page.

Later, you can sign into the portal directly.
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On the right-hand side of the Portal landing page is the map tool: Here, you can use the map search
panel to search for your archaeological site – or the nearest town. Note that the second search panel
above lets you search for other users or features of the site. The symbols next to it show you if you
have any notifications, and let you sign in or out, or leave the portal.

The plus and minus signs are for zooming in and out and the north arrow resets the bearing to the
north.
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The target symbol shows you a map of where you currently are, while the globe symbol shows you
where you are on a world map. The building symbol outlines buildings on the map.

The next symbol lets you switch between map styles.
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Clicking on the link symbol will later sync your tasks (such as stations) with the map tool.
To the left, you now have access to four tabs: Trails, Stations, Groups and Profile.

Go to Profile. As you start creating trails and stations, your progress will be shown in the Timeline
tab underneath your name and picture. Once your trails and stations have been published, they will
be shown here as well. Here you can also see how many followers you have and how many
members you are following (0 at the beginning). Your Level us also displayed next to your name:
users gain levels though activity on the portal, i.e., with publishing trails, gaining followers, etc.
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To edit your profile, click the pencil symbol at the upper right of the profile tab. You can upload a
photo from your device by clicking Select Image. You can also customise how your name and
institution are shown and add your occupation as well as a link to your website.

Click on the badge symbol to the left of the pencil to see which badges you have earned. You earn
badges by publishing trails and stations, gaining followers, completing reviews and having visitors
download your trails from the app. You can choose up to three of your most impressive badges to be
displayed next to your profile picture with drag and drop.
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Step 2: Create Stations
Before you can create a trail, first you need to create the stations that the trail will include.
When you click on the Stations tab, you will notice that there are Public Stations, My Stations, For
Me and Favourites. Public stations can be accessed by any user.

The stations you create are listed under My Stations. For Me shows stations that other users have
been shared with.
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You can add a station to your Favourites by clicking the star under the station description.

To create a new station, go to Stations, and click the plus sign in the upper right corner.
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Upload a title image from your device, and add a title and description for your station.

Search for the approximate location using the map tool, and place your station by clicking on the
map – the exact latitude and longitude appear on the left side.
Next, choose the type of your station from the drop-down menu. Do you want this station to contain
only information, or to also contain a quiz? You can choose between Information Station, or two
types of quizzes: Multiple Choice and Fill in the Blanks.
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Note that you can provide your visitors with all the station information of this station in several
languages: Click the symbol in the upper right corner.

You can now choose a language from the drop-down menu and add translations.
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You can upload up to 20MB of additional information by clicking ADD MEDIA FILES. These files
can be images or audio files. If you make a multilingual trail, remember to add files in all languages
your trail uses! Add a description to your media files.

Your station is complete when all the green boxes are ticked – otherwise, your station, and later
your trail, cannot be reviewed for publishing!
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Finally, click on CREATE at the bottom of the page. Congratulations, you have created your first
station! Be sure to create all of the stations you want to include on trail before creating the trail
itself – it is very hard to add stations to an existing trail.

If you want to change something in your station later on, click on the Edit Station button at the top
of the page and make the necessary changes.
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To delete your station, go to the bottom of the page, click DELETE, and confirm. Note that you
cannot delete stations or trails while you are in editing mode.
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Step 3: Create a trail
To create a trail, go to Trails, and click the plus sign in the upper right corner. Trails are divided into
Public Trails, My Trails, For Me, and Favourites, just like the stations.

Upload a title image for your trail and choose an interesting and informative title. Then use the map
tool to find your trail's approximate location and click on the map, roughly centre of the trail.
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Select the appropriate continent, country, and city. If you toggle the button that says Gamification,
visitors can gain points for completing tasks (such as station quizzes) along your trail.

Now, choose a time period for your archaeological site from the drop-down menu.
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You can also make your trail multilingual! Go to Manage Trail Translations at the top of the page.

Now, you can choose a language from the drop-down menu, and translate each step. After that, click
CREATE to add your translation. You can do this with multiple languages – but remember that all
additional material should be uploaded in each language your trail offers.
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Click the CREATE button at the bottom of the trail page to finalise your trail. Now you will be
asked to add your stations!

Your stations will be displayed automatically so that you can add them by clicking on the plus sign.
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Next, create a path between the stations using the Path Tool.

Choose the means of transportation that the visitors should use on each part of your trail carefully.
You can choose between walking, cycling, driving by car or using public transportation.
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You can split the route between your stations into sections, and drag your paths to match the terrain
on the map. Note that you can only change the recommended means of transportation at the splits.

Finally, once your trail is complete (meaning all related stations are complete), you need to request
a review. Once it is approved, your trail is ready to be published and everyone with the app can use
it!
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The download symbol under at the bottom of your trail's landing page shows how many people
have downloaded your trail. The symbol next to the download symbol shows whether your trail is
private (key) or public (globe).
Next to this, you find a star symbol, so you can add your trail to your Favourites. Every trail also
has a four-digit code that the creator can use to share the trail with other members, even if it is
private.
You can edit your trail, as well as your stations list, by clicking the edit buttons at the top of the
page.

- or, by scrolling down and clicking the edit buttons in the trail summary.
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Note that you can only add or delete stations from the trail in this menu – to edit the stations
themselves, you need to go to Stations (see above).

To delete your trail, go to the bottom of the page – make sure you're not in editing mode – and click
DELETE. You will have to confirm by typing DELETE in the pop-up box.
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Step 4: Join or create groups, interact with other researchers
If you want to interact with other researchers on archaeotrail.org, you can create a group to
collaborate on trails with colleagues. Go to Groups, and click the plus sign in the upper right corner.

After naming your group, you will receive a three-digit code, which you can share with anyone you
want to invite to collaborate.
To join a group created by another member, you have to ask them for the code. This will allow you
to see and edit unpublished trails together with your colleagues. Group creators can also remove
members from their groups by clicking the DELETE button.
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You can also interact more directly with other members. To find another researcher who uses the
portal, search for them in the key word search panel above the map tool.

To follow another user, click on the bell symbol on their profile page. After following, you can write
them a message by clicking the paper airplane symbol.
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Alternatively, you can request a user’s contact details whether you follow them or not.

Now, you are ready to create trails, show your archaeological site to visitors, and work with other
researchers!
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